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FX: Short-term noise, long run hope for sterling
UK jobs data and testimony from Bank of England Governor Mark Carney
will steer the pound on Wednesday, while FOMC minutes and Eurozone
PMIs are also in view
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USD: Structurally weak $ may find little further joy from priced-in Fed
story
The FOMC minutes today may curb some of the hype over faster than expected Fed rate hikes,
given the obvious divisions within the committee over the outlook for the US economy. With the
two-year Treasury yield trading above 2.25%, one could easily argue that markets are all but
pricing in the end of the Fed tightening cycle – assuming a 2.50-2.75% terminal rate and
accounting for a small negative term premium at the short-end of the curve (-30bps). Difficult to
see a structurally weak dollar finding any joy from an already priced in Fed story.

EUR: Signs of a booming Eurozone economy in today’s PMIs not exactly a
negative
The preliminary Feb Eurozone PMI releases will be of particular relevance for the data-sensitive
Euro – our economists are looking for a partial easing in both the manufacturing (59.1) and
services (57.6) readings after having hit cyclical highs in recent months. Still, at these elevated
levels, any confirmation of booming Eurozone economic activity shouldn’t exactly be a negative
driver for the currency. Right now, we see EUR/USD corrective moves towards 1.2250-1.2300 as
temporary.

GBP: Solid UK data & two types of Brexit agreement may unlock further
upside
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We wouldn't be surprised if investors were genuinely confused over the short-term direction of
travel for the pound given the myriad of different narratives and factors driving the currency right
now. Today's eventful UK calendar is only set to ramp up the short-term noise levels. The latest
jobs report (0930 GMT) will be closely watched following the BoE's data and Brexit-contingent
hawkish signal; solid jobs growth (ING: 185k) and nascent signs of pipeline cost pressures – with
headline wage growth staying firm at 2.5% YoY – will be the minimum required to keep markets
50:50 over a May BoE rate hike. A positive surprise in the wage data would see odds of a near-term
rate hike trickle higher – although we note that despite the increased sensitivity of short-term UK
rates to data surprises, to some degree there still remains a ‘Brexit factor’ in markets that may
inhibit a normal reaction to any positive data (which is not surprising given that long-run Brexit
dynamics still trump short-run data in terms of implications for UK asset prices).
This is where the BoE may feel the need to interject and thus we would expect Governor Mark
Carney and his colleagues to reiterate their hawkish stance when they testify to Parliament later
today (1415 GMT) – which should, ceteris paribus, keep the implied market odds for a May BoE rate
hike just where they are (55-60%). Yet yesterday’s positive market reaction to news that the EU is
willing to take a more ‘flexible’ approach to trade talks shows the potential for deferred GBP upside
in the event of a constructive outcome at the 22-23 March EU leaders summit. There are now two
types of Brexit agreement that hold the key to further GBP gains: a transition agreement and an
association agreement (which is the EU offering the UK a ‘privileged’ post-Brexit relationship). In
theory, this is good news – but GBP will need to see pen to paper on these ‘agreements’ before
moving significantly higher. Our GBP/$ target for 1Q18 still 1.45 for now.

AUD: 4Q wage data positively surprises, but still weak by historical
standards
4Q Australian wage growth data printed slightly above expectations (at 2.1% YoY) – yet as the Feb
RBA minutes noted, this still remains muted by historical standards (pre-GFC average was 3.54.0%). So long as domestic cost pressures remain absent, near-term RBA rate hike sentiment will
also stay non-existent.
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Disclaimer
This publication has been prepared by the Economic and Financial Analysis Division of
ING Bank N.V. ("ING") solely for information purposes without regard to any particular
user's investment objectives, financial situation, or means. ING forms part of ING
Group (being for this purpose ING Group NV and its subsidiary and affiliated companies).
The information in the publication is not an investment recommendation and it is not
investment, legal or tax advice or an offer or solicitation to purchase or sell any
financial instrument. Reasonable care has been taken to ensure that this publication
is not untrue or misleading when published, but ING does not represent that it is
accurate or complete. ING does not accept any liability for any direct, indirect or
consequential loss arising from any use of this publication. Unless otherwise stated,
any views, forecasts, or estimates are solely those of the author(s), as of the date of
the publication and are subject to change without notice.
The distribution of this publication may be restricted by law or regulation in different
jurisdictions and persons into whose possession this publication comes should inform
themselves about, and observe, such restrictions.
Copyright and database rights protection exists in this report and it may not be
reproduced, distributed or published by any person for any purpose without the prior
express consent of ING. All rights are reserved. The producing legal entity ING Bank
N.V. is authorised by the Dutch Central Bank and supervised by the European Central
Bank (ECB), the Dutch Central Bank (DNB) and the Dutch Authority for the Financial
Markets (AFM). ING Bank N.V. is incorporated in the Netherlands (Trade Register no.
33031431 Amsterdam). In the United Kingdom this information is approved and/or
communicated by ING Bank N.V., London Branch. ING Bank N.V., London Branch is
subject to limited regulation by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA). ING Bank N.V.,
London branch is registered in England (Registration number BR000341) at 8-10
Moorgate, London EC2 6DA. For US Investors: Any person wishing to discuss this
report or effect transactions in any security discussed herein should contact ING
Financial Markets LLC, which is a member of the NYSE, FINRA and SIPC and part of
ING, and which has accepted responsibility for the distribution of this report in the
United States under applicable requirements.
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